PPC Special Meeting 10.4.21

Called to order: 5:33

Agenda moved by Megan Prettyman, Second by Jason Bailey

Salary Compensation Discussion:
- Why does language have a spot to indicate years of experience?
  - Optional. You can leave that blank. For data purposes. We can decide to remove it.
- What pay date will the increase first appear?
  - Will be implemented before Christmas, goal to
- Will retroactive pay come in regular or supplemental check? On what date?
  - later
- Is increase in stipends addressed now, if not, how soon?

Motion: Accept the compensation proposal as written with the exclusion of the language of number of years worked
- Moved by: Teresa Knapp Gordon, Terry
- Second By: Jason Bailey, Parkview
- Approved Unanimously

Virtual Friday/Early Release Discussion:
- LaKeitha sent email asking about this to administration
- Problem about this is the State will not approve it.
- Only way virtual happens if COVID numbers are really high at a particular school that school could shut down.
- Can there be a reward for people who do come in on Friday? Classroom teachers who are doing the right thing.
- Substitute teachers in house to address some of the shortfall? Looked into it. Will be brought up again?
- Suggestion: Gave subs added incentive to work on Fridays? Or incentivise teachers?
- How can the district address SEL for teachers?
- Need discussion of max amount of people from one building out for PD

Motion the Adjourn: 6:39 by Jason Bailey